
The Elemental Moon

How to harness the moon's elemental
energy to help create balance, & harmony

within Mother Daughter relationships.
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The Elemental Moon

Welcome! 

I'm so happy you have taken the time to explore how
learning about the elements of your natal moon can
show you how you feel the most nurtured & cared for
by others. The magic of learning this means that you will
then have the clarity of how to meet the needs of your
daughter & your relationship with her.

The elements consists of Fire, Water, Earth & Air and
once you have learnt the qualities of these and how
they drive your thoughts, actions and emotions you can
have an even deeper understanding of each other.

This guide will help you generate your birth chart
and discover the elements of your Natal Moon. 
We will look at the qualities of each of the elements and
compare these to our daughters.

I am so excited that you are taking these steps to learn
this magical tool to understand a way to live in a more
harmonious way with those you love the most.
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Your Sun sign reflects your essence and soul, how you
shine in this world. But your Moon sign is the ruler of
your emotional personality. Knowing this can help to
understand how each others needs can be met to
create harmony in your relationships.

The Moon dictates your relationship with your main
maternal influences in your life, as well as how you
nurture and care for others.

If your Moon is in the same sign as your daughter, you
are bound to understand each others sensitivities,
behaviours and experiences. If your Moon falls in the
same element then you're also likely to find your
emotional connection comes more easily.
When Moons are in different signs and elements it just
means you need a bit more understanding to balance
each other out. 

Spending time with each other, especially as our
daughters enter adolescence becomes very important.
Activities based on our element can inspire this quality
time together. When our girls feel seen and supported it
allows them to open up, communicate with us and 
to truly be themselves. 
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fire
earth

Everyday we are embodied by the elements. We are
welcomed into this world through water. Everyday we
breathe in air with the sun on our face. Earth provides
us with stability that grounds us and gives us tools to
feel safe. The signs of the zodiac are divided into these
four elements and through this lens we can understand
ourselves and our relationships better.

water
air
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The Elemental Moon
The magic of the elements are that they work
together, they have the ability to balance each other
out. Once we can understand the qualities of each we
can use them to do exactly that. Below lists the zodiac
signs in each of their element and their qualities.  

FIRE WATER EARTH AIR

Fast

Action

Impulsive

Passionate

Fiery

Energy

Emotions

Connection

Homely

Psychic

Creative

Nurturing

Grounded

Organised

Practical

Secure

Loyal

Material

Thinkers

Writers

Communicate

Intellectual

Ideas

Curious

 

ARIES
LEO

SAGITTARIUS

CANCER
SCORPIO

PISCES

TAURUS
VIRGO

CAPRICORN

GEMINI
LIBRA

AQUARIUS



First we need to find out what your natal Moon is by
creating your birth chart. Your birth chart shows you
what the sky looked like when you were born. For this
you will need to know your location, date & time of birth.
Once you have this information go to www.astro.com

Click on FREE HOROSCOPES then CHARTS & DATA.
Click on CHART DRAWING, ASCENDANT
A screen should come up like the image below 
and fill in your details and press continue.

The Elemental Moon

Let's get started!
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It should generate a birth chart that looks like this:

Moon Sign

Once you have your chart, repeat these steps to
generate your daughters chart.

We all know our Sun Sign based on the day we were
born. However we can also learn about our astrological
personality by looking at where the Moon was in the
sky at the time of our birth. 
The Moon changes sign every two and a half 
days, but if you decide to learn more about astrology
it is important to know your EXACT time of 
birth for an accurate reading of your chart.
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THE ASTROLOGICAL SIGNS
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Aries

taurus

gemini

cancer

leo

virgo

libra

scorpio

sagittarius

capricorn

aquarius

pisces



Name:            

Natal Moon Sign:

Element of Moon:

How emotions are met:

Activities:

The Elemental Moon
Let's look at you and your daughter's natal moons. 
Are they the same sign/element or different?
Using the table on page 5 look at list the qualities for
your moon that describe you best. Then do the same
for your daughter. Then look at page 9 & 10 and write
down activities for your Moon element that you would
enjoy doing together.
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Name:            

Natal Moon Sign:

Element of Moon:

How emotions are met:

Activities:



The Elemental Moon
Activities for each of the elements, choose what would
spark creativity and joy for you both:
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Imaginative Play
Garden Project

Swimming
Meditate

Yoga
Cloud Watching

Picnic in the park
Visit a Museum

Astrology
Support a Charity

Card Games
Drawing

Antique Exploring
Tea Party

Treasure Hunt

 
Hiking in Nature
Watch a comedy

Kayaking
Painting

Bike Ride
Explore a new place

Re Decorate
Catch up with Friends

Meal Plan together
Listen to Music

Problem Solving Activity
Go on an adventure
Try something New

Martial Arts
Camping

 

water fire
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Baking
Pamper Day
Gardening

Sound Therapy
Listen to Music
Arts & Craft

Puzzles
Yoga

Bird Watching
Shopping

Photography
Organise a Space
Theatre/Concert

Mini Golf

Movies with Friends
Weekend Getaway

Puzzle Solving Games
Visit the Library

Meditate
Community Work

Table Tennis
Karaoke

Art Project
Anything with Dance

Make Jewelry
Read a Book Together

Anything Tech
Research Project

 
 

earth air

Activities for each of the elements, choose what would
spark creativity and joy for you both:



If you are new to
Astrology, learning about
you Moon sign is a great
start to understanding
yourself and your daughter.
This then applies for any
relationship that you have. 

I hope you enjoy spending
more time with your
daughter and living in full
embodiment of your
elements. It's a great tool to
know how to balance your
emotions when needed to
support each other. 

Astrology can unlock so
much more., It can show
how we learn, communicate,
love and how we shine.
If you would love to keep
learning more about
understanding you birth
chart using the elements,
visit my website for more
information.
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ABOUT ME

CONTACT

hello@thinkplaylove.com

hello! My name is Tammy.  

I am a Mum to 3 beautiful

girls and I am also a teacher

who is passionate about

helping young girls embrace

who they really are so they

can be confident and happy

to go shine their light out

into the world.



her soul is
FIERCE
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her heart is
BRAVE

her mind is
STRONG



Thank you
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